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Abstract - This paper proposes a new method for 
multisensor background extraction and updating aimed 
at surveillance and target detection applications. The 
background scene extraction is based on robust 
multisensor change detection of moving objects in the 
scene. An iterative mechanism updates the background 
estimate using this information thereby ignoring 
transient objects but allowing for slow changes in scene 
illumination. A new multisensor confidence framework 
is proposed that combines change information from all 
available sensors to greatly improve the reliability of true 
scene change detection therefore the reliability of the 
background image estimate. The proposed method is 
demonstrated on several sets of registered multisensor 
images. 
 
Keywords: Multisensor detection, background 
extraction, background initialization and updating. 

1 Introduction 
Video surveillance is one of the most common 
applications of video processing research. To achieve 
reliable surveillance performance, a simultaneous and 
consistent solution for the detection and tracking of 
moving objects is required. In real world, due to the 
various environmental conditions a solution based on a 
single imaging modality is not reliable in all cases. To 
handle different environmental conditions, the use of 
multiple sensors is required [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]. 
In order to detect movement and changes in observed 
scene one may well start by looking at the difference 
images obtained by subtracting some estimate of the scene 
background from the currently observed scene (frame). 
Detection is then easily obtained by thresholding the 
difference image into two classes: unchanged background 
and moving objects [9]. 
In such systems as in many other applications a critical 
issue in this process is the initialisation of the background 
image. As the available data for construction of the 
background image is rarely perfect, i.e. without moving 
objects and noise, robust methods of extraction that can 
deal with these problems are required. A successful 
background extraction method must also be robust to 
transient changes in the background scene such as 
daytime related illumination changes, small random 
motions such as leaves rattled by the wind as well as 
preserving the estimate in the presence of deliberate 
object motion. 

1.1 Change detection in difference images 
If we take In(x,y) as the value of pixel at (x,y) in frame 
t=tn. Simple difference image Dn between this and frame 
at t=tn-1 is [10]: 
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where NxM is the image frame dimensions. 
Applying a suitable threshold T on Dн(x,y) results in a 
binary image that classifies all pixels into either 
background or moving objects: 
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This implies that a pixel is classified as belonging to a 
moving object if its grey level has changed significantly 
between two frames. A general detection scheme based on 
this principle is illustrated in Figure 1 for a fixed camera 
surveillance application. 
 

 
Figure 1. Detection of moving objects through frame 
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From the resulting classification image it is obvious that 
this method fails to detect all pixels in the moving objects, 
in particular the pixels inside the objects. 

1.2 Change detection through background 
subtraction 

If we say BCKn(x,y) is the background scene estimate at 
pixel (x,y) and frame t=tn, detection of moving objects can 
be made by looking at the differences between this 
estimate and the current image frame [11]: 
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By applying the same thresholding approach as before we 
get an analogous detection method, illustrated in Figure 2. 
This time however two objects, the car and the pedestrian 
are more clearly detected. 
 

 
Figure 2. Detection of moving objects through 

background subtraction 

1.3 A hybrid change detection algorithm 
A hybrid method for change detection is the combination 
of the two techniques presented above [12]. The main 
weakness of the background subtraction method is 
exposed when hitherto stationary object begin to move. 
Even if such objects are easily detected when they leave 
their place they leave “holes” where the newly discovered 
background differs from the current background estimate. 
Until the background model adjusts to these “holes” the 
detection algorithm generates false moving objects at that 
location. Frame differencing is not sensitive to this effect 
but has the already highlighted weakness of not being able 
to detect the entire object. 

In order to avoid these weaknesses a hybrid method can 
be applied. By grouping moving pixels obtained with 
frame differences we get broad moving regions contained 
within minimum bounding rectangles encompassing all 
moving pixels. If we then take Ri

n to be a region 
containing a moving object detected in such manner in the 
current frame, the moving object bi

n can be detected as all 
pixels in Ri

n whose value is significantly different from 
the current background estimate: 
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where Ti
n is the detection threshold for background 

subtraction. Due to its added robustness we have adopted 
this approach to detecting change in the work presented in 
this paper [12]. 

1.4 Background initialization and update 
As our chosen detection method requires a good 
background estimate the first step in the process is to 
initialise the background estimate, BCK in a robust 
manner. In many surveillance and detection applications it 
is not possible to choose a single frame as the background 
estimate. This is most pertinent in scenes containing many 
moving objects such as roads, paths etc. So our 
background needs to be estimate from frames It 
containing moving objects. 
A basic approach to initialise BCK is to use the mean or 
the median of a number of observed frames [13]: 
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With a sufficiently long sequence of frames the averaging 
will provide an acceptable background estimate. Median 
may lead to an estimate closer to the true background but 
is less tolerant of high number of outliers that can be a 
problem in some applications. 
In [14] it was assumed that background values are stable 
and relatively constant over longer periods. So the each 
BCK pixel is determined as the mean of the most stable 
interval of a series of non-overlapping sub-intervals {lk}, 
determined based on: 
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where nlk and Slk are the length and variance of the k-th 
sub-sequence lk. However, for sequences where moving 
objects are stationary for a certain period many pixels are 
incorrectly classified. Furthermore, the grey values on 
large, slow and non-textured objects, can also be stable 
and relatively constant over a period. 
A method that avoids this problem is to determine the 
background estimate in several iterations [11,12]. BCK is 
initialised as the first frame BCK0(x,y)=I0(x,y). To update 
the current background image, moving pixels are detected 
and the background is updated using: 
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In other words, the background estimate is updated only if 
the pixels are classified as non-moving and otherwise it is 
left unchanged. Coefficient α determines the speed of 
background update and in this paper the suggested value 
α=0.9 is used [11,12]. 
In order to adjust the background estimate to transient 
illumination conditions, e.g. day-night, shadow etc., a 
regular background update based on (7) is required. This 
can be after every frame or in regular longer intervals. 
Figure 3, shows the comparison of four different methods 
of background update: i) by taking the mean of a series of 
frames – MEAN, ii) taking the median – MEDIAN, iii) 
through determination of stable interval – WANG and iv) 
through the detection of changes – COLLINS on a 
synthetic example signal. The first 100 frames represents 
pure background (I = 110, σ2 = 4). An object enters the 
view in the next 150 frames (I = 140, σ2 = 4) followed by 
50 more frames of the background. The next 200 frames 
contain a new object (I = 160, σ2 = 100), whose presence 
in the scene was varied between 1 and 200 frames. Figure 
3a shows the case when the second object was present for 
100 frames. Figure 3b shows the final background 
estimate for each duration of the objects presence in the 
scene, for all four methods. 
 

 
Figure 3. (а) Example signal with second object present 
for 100 frames; (b) Final background value for different 
durations of second object’s presence, case in a) is at 100 
 
Figure 3b shows the mean estimate increasing linearly 
with the length of the second object presence. The median 
approach correctly estimates BCK until the second object 
remains for more than 100 frames after which BCK takes 
the value of the first object. Using stable interval correctly 
estimates BCK while the second object is present for less 
than 50 frames after which it behaves similarly to median 

estimate. The iterative procedure provides the most robust 
estimate of the background for the longest period, and is 
thus chosen as the update mechanism in this work. 

2 Multisensor background extraction 
and update 

In a multisensor surveillance system several images of the 
same scene are available, albeit seen through different 
sensor modalities. By combining the information form 
such multiple sources we can eliminate the weaknesses of 
each individual source and provide robust detection in all 
conditions. 
The results of background extraction and update based on 
(7) depend on the detection threshold used to separate 
moving and stationary pixels. Figure 4 shows the values 
of a pixel at the corresponding location in a registered 
visible (TV) and infrared (IR) sequence over 1800 frames. 
It is obvious that there is a good degree of correlation 
between events in the output of both sensors. The 
intervals in which the background is visible are stable and 
long (which is not always the case). The moving object 
contrast is sometimes stronger in the TV and other times 
in the IR sequence and it is this contrast that largely 
determines the success of change detection in the images. 
The idea proposed in this paper is to combine the output 
of all sensors to obtain a more accurate and more robust 
estimate of moving and stationary pixels. A single 
multisensor movement (change) estimate is generated by 
fusing change information obtained from individual 
sensors. Such robust change estimates could then be used 
to extract and update the background estimates for each 
sensor in a more robust manner making the subsequent 
detection more reliable. 
For detection of moving pixels the combined detection 
method expressed in (1), (2) and (4) was used. However, 
in order for the background to be determined reliably 
suitable change detection threshold values for (2) are (4) 
required. If the sequences are likely to contain significant 
levels of noise, the background is unevenly illuminated or 
moving objects have similar values (e.g. camouflage), the 
determination of these thresholds is not simple. 
For the determination of detection threshold applied to 
frame difference images (2) we used the method based on 
the Euler number [13]. This method was chosen as it 
leads to somewhat lower threshold values [15] which in 
turn lead to an increase in successful detection but also an 
increase in false alarms. However, such false alarms can 
be eliminated by using morphology operators, applying 
scale constraints to detected moving regions or are 
eliminated naturally in the next frame (if random). 
For the background subtraction detection, instead of 
simple binary classification in (4) two thresholds are used, 
Т1 and Т2, (T1<T2), and confidence maps are estimated for 
each detected object. If the grey value differences are 
above Т2 confidence is set to 1. If they are lower than Т1 
confidence is set to 0. For the difference values between 
the thresholds, the confidence is linearly scaled [16]: 
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In the general case, ch∈{1,2,...,k}, where k is the number 
of sensors, and for the case considered here ch∈{TV, IR}. 
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Figure 4. Value changes of a pixel in a multisensor sequence during 1800 frames 

Thresholds Т1 and Т2 can be determined using relatively 
simple clustering and classification techniques that 
separate images into two or more classes based on 
intensity distributions [17,18,19,20]. The approach 
proposed in [18] attempts to find the optimal separation 
between the explicitly designated background and target 
distributions. One or more thresholds, depending on the 
number of classes we are trying to separate our data into 
are optimally determined as the values giving the largest 
entropy of separation [18]. This method has recently been 
shown to provide the best performance among a series of 
thresholding algorithms [21] and has been adopted here. 
As the detected temporal changes in the output of each 
sensor represent evidence of a moving object a fused 
confidence map combining all the available evidence is 
determined from the described confidence maps of all 
individual sensors: 

 },...,2,1{)},,(max{),( kchyxCyxC n
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The accuracy and robustness of the confidence maps of 
individual sensors depend largely on the objective quality 
of the sensors and their output, observed moving object 
dimensions, their scale (distance to sensor), background 
contrast and a host of environmental conditions. 
Therefore, the fused confidence matrix estimate is likely 
to be more accurate and reliable. 
Figure 5 shows confidence maps obtained for two 
different moving objects in individual sensors. It is 
obvious that for the first object the infrared sensor 
provides a better estimate of the object extent while in the 
other the visible sensor performs better. 
After the fused confidence maps are obtained, moving 
regions are determined by connecting moving pixel using 

the described mechanism and regions that do not contain 
segments with confidence of 1 are eliminated. The 
remaining regions are taken to belong to moving objects 
and the background is not updated at these locations. At 
all other locations the BCKn estimate is updated according 
to (7). 
 

 
Figure 5. Individual sensor confidence maps for two 
different moving objects (pedestrians) 
 
Figure 6 demonstrates the formation confidence and 
moving pixel maps for both sensors, and corresponding 
fused maps for a pair of multisensor images showing a 
scene with two moving objects. The figure clearly shows 
that the moving object map obtained by fusion of 
information from both sensors is more complete and 
robust than individual sensor estimates. In this manner the 
corruption of background estimates for each sensors can 
be avoided which in turn avoids further false alarms that 
these would inevitably create. 
An alternative method for confidence map fusion would 
be to dynamically determine the reliability of each sensor 
as in [22] and simply choose the confidence map of the 
more reliable sensor as the fused estimate. 
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Figure 6. Detection of changes using data from individual sensors (left, right) and the fusion approach 

3 Background Extraction Results 
Proposed multisensor background extraction approach 
was tested on a number of registered sets of multisensor 
sequences, both collected by the group and data widely 
available in the community, e.g. OTCBVS (Object 
Tracking and Classification in and Beyond the Visible 
Spectrum) Benchmark Dataset Collection [23]. 
OTCBVS Benchmark Dataset Collection is a publicly 
available benchmark dataset of videos and images 
recorded in and beyond the visible spectrum for testing 
and evaluating novel and state-of-the-art computer vision 
algorithms [23]. 
Table 1 provides some basic information on the sequences 
used in the experiments presented here. 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of the image data used 

Details Our dataset OTCBVS 
Dataset 03 

Data Details Parking lot Busy pathway 
intersections 

Thermal ATIS, 
(8-12) µm 

Raytheon 
PalmIR 250D Sensor 

Details 
Color Samsung 

SCL860 
Sony TRV87 
Handycam 

Sequences 6 sequences 6 sequences 
Thermal 8-bit grayscale 8-bit grayscale 

Images 
Color 24-bit color 24-bit color 

Image size [pixels] 480 x 640 240 x 320 
Sampling rate 30Hz 30Hz 
Cameras mounted adjacent to each other and images 
registered using manually-selected points 

TV Channel IR Channel 

Current
Images 
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Figure 7 illustrates the results of the proposed method on 
two TV/IR multisensor surveillance sequences. It shows 
the initialised background images and the background 
images at frame 100 obtained using the information from 
individual as well as by combination of information from 
both sensors. It is worth noting that both frames used to 

initialise the method and the 100th frame shown contains 
moving objects (pedestrians). Meanwhile, background 
images produced by both the fused method and data from 
individual sensors are clear and capture the true scene 
background. 

 
Figure 7. Multisensor background extraction 

The advantages of the multisensor approach however, are 
clear in Figures 8 and 9 that compare the background 
models extracted using the multisensor approach and 
using data from individual sensors. The zoomed area in 
Figure 8 extracted from the background model 
constructed using data from visible range sensor only 
show shadow artefacts in regions around the moving 
objects (pedestrians). The artefacts arise as a result of 
miss-classification of pixels within the moving object, 
which cause object pixels to be built into the background. 
Such shadows are not present in background models 
produced by the multisensor approach has a much more 
robust classification. 
A similar effect is evident in Figure 9 in the background 
model extracted using data from the IR sensor only. The 
image histogram is multimodal and the two thresholds 

applied T1 and T2 (shown in the plot) separate two hot 
(white) objects but not the third which remains outside the 
detected moving object and gets built into the background 
model. The information available from the other (visible 
range sensor) corrects this in the multisensor approach 
and the resulting background model is true to the scene. 
As with other methods based on inter-frame differences, 
the proposed multisensor background extraction approach 
is susceptible to: 1) poor performance when noisy or low 
contrast imagery is available from both sensor streams; 2) 
excessive sensitivity to platform motion or general 
background motion, e.g. for waterside security; and 3) 
low sensitivity to small targets in the video frame, such as 
pedestrians or small vehicles, although some of these 
weaknesses can be addressed by using time frequency 
analysis of the sequences [24]. 
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Figure 8. Multisensor background extraction (right) compared to extraction using only visible range sensor (left) 

 
Figure 9. Multisensor background extraction (right) compared to extraction using only infrared sensor (left) 

4 Conclusion 
This paper presents a robust multisensor background 
extraction and update scheme intended for use in target 
detection applications. The method uses a number of well 
known concepts in detection to provide a basic 
classification of the scene into moving and stationary 
objects and an iterative procedure to update the 
background model and deal with transient (slow) changes 
in illumination conditions. A new fusion based confidence 
framework uses the information from multiple registered 
views of the scene obtained by different sensors in order 
to update the background model only in areas where there 
are no moving objects. It was shown on a number of 
representative multisensor sequences that the proposed 
method obtains a more complete and robust representation 
of the background than any estimate based on the 
individual sensors. Finally, a relatively simple 
computational architecture of the proposed system makes 
it ideal for demanding real time multisensor detection 
applications. 

Further work will build directly on this and propose fully 
functional moving object detection and tracking system. 
For the current framework we will consider more robust 
fusion methods for combining moving object estimates, 
such as systems that use sensor confidence factors and 
spatially adaptive fusion criteria. More complex 
background models, such as local multimodal 
distributions will also be considered to deal with the 
problem of regular background motion. 
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